As we head into summer and prepare for fall, a key will be identifying high-quality activities that help children to continue learning, growing and exploring - wherever they are.

Mizzen by Mott can help.

Built with and for afterschool professionals, Mizzen offers hands-on content that challenges, nurtures, delights and inspires youth. And, it’s free to providers, through support from the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation.

Sign up for the Mizzen by Mott webinar on Wednesday, July 8 at 2:00 PM Eastern to hear more about this great new resource for afterschool providers.

Join SciTech Institute’s Zoom in on Science STEM panel on Monday, June 29th at 11 AM Pacific to here from these outstanding panelists:

- Journalist - Bethany Brookshire, Science News
- Photographer - Jeff Kirschner, Litterati
- Videographer - Sam Pagel, Resound
- Movie Director - Deia Schlosberg, The Story of Plastic

Register in advance for this meeting here

Coronavirus, Racism And Kindness: How NYC Middle-Schoolers Built A Winning Podcast

Repost from NPR.org
World, meet The Dragon Kids. That's the moniker of an afterschool podcast club at PS 126 / Manhattan Academy of Technology, located in New York City's Chinatown neighborhood. They are sixth-graders Leo Yu, Angelo Chen, Becky Liu, Si Chen Xu, Zoe Jiang, Nicole Zheng and tenth-graders Joyce Jiang and Amanda Chen. Their winning podcast, "Masked Kids," is both a time capsule and a cautionary tale about life in the time of the coronavirus.

Listen to the story here